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Discussion

Political Theology? An Interpretation of

Genesis (3:5, 22)

Harry Neumann

Scripps College

We find a well known account in the Bible called the sinful fall of man an

account which in its profundity expresses mythologically not merely an accidental

history of man. . In the words of God: "See! Adam is become as one of
us."

It

is therefore not Satan's lie, since God himself confirms it. However this usually is

overlooked that God himself confirms it.

Satan has the broadest perspectives for God. Therefore he keeps himself so very far

away from God Satan, that is, as the oldest friend of knowledge.

Where the tree of knowledge stands, there is always paradise: thus speak the most

ancient and the most recent
Serpents.1

The atheist Hegel notes that interpreters of Genesis 3:5, 22 regularly over

look the decisive agreement between God and Satan (serpent) concerning what

God is: Quid sit deus! what makes a god a
god.2

To be divine means to know

what good and evil really are. Hegel rejects the strict biblical position by insist

ing that this knowledge, in its fullness, must be created through the mind's

labor, its progressive historical assimilation of the merely abstract knowledge

of Genesis
3:3

From being as gods, they become gods through the mind's his

torical progress to full realization that good and evil are its creations. Grasping

atheism more profoundly than Hegel, god and Satan realize that no historical

(Hegelian-Marxist) labor (creativity) is needed. Atheist wisdom is readily avail

able always and everywhere. Its price, too, never varies: the sale of one's soul

to the devil.

The boundless (atheist) freedom thus purchased is a moral-intellectual void

which no Hegelian-Marxist historical labor (creativity) can redeem: there is no

nonarbitrary standard of good and evil, truth and falsity, to which human rea

son and will are subordinate. Men are subject to nothing outside their atheist

reason and, contrary to Hegel's view, this reduces human thought and life to

nothing. In atheism's world, all work or creativity, is arbitrary, meaningless

interpretation, Fall 1995, Vol. 23, No. 1



78 Interpretation

(Liberalism, pp. 22-42, 261-66). Man's disobedience, his negation of God's

law, elevates him to a divinity whose consequences terrify him. This brings

home the truth of God's prediction (Genesis 2:17): Men die, if they refuse to

subordinate themselves to divine law. They cannot be atheist and live. The

price of satanic apotheosis is death a spiritual death, the death of the soul. To

be sure, Satan denies that atheism means death, nothingness (Genesis 3:4-5),

but he means merely bodily death: the death of the soul does not necessarily

mean physical death as modernity's pseudo-atheist politics and morality testify.

That pseudo-atheism is swindle, an attempt to have one's cake and eat it too, to

combine atheism and morality (politics). The impossibility of this combination

is concealed by intellectual dishonesty.

Honestly confronted, atheism is humanly impossible: all desires are pious,

moral, political, wanting what is felt to be good and avoiding the bad. Thus

desire demands a moral-political world in which nonarbitrary justification and

condemnation, proof and disproof, is possible (Liberalism, pp. 19, 38-42, 81-

82, 103, 120-21, 171, 261-66). That world is annihilated by deification

through atheist wisdom. Nothing can reconcile moral-political (human) life to

this wisdom.

When, for example, feminists and sexists, democrats and nazis, hate each

other, they see their enemies as evil, truly evil. Their hatred, if justified as they

are convinced it is, implies a god, an eternal, nonarbitrary standard of good and

evil. Men with shared gods (moral absolutes) unite against enemies. Politics

always has been, and always will be, this belligerent determination to empower

one's gods, to ram them down the enemy's throat by legal enactment enforced

by police-military power. Politics is legislated morality (religion). Carl

Schmitt, citing Donoso Cortez, rightly insisted: Without theology, no morality

and without morality, no
politics!4

Denial of one's god (the moral orthodoxy of one's faction) undercuts one's

ruling passions and that, as God warns, means to die, the death of the heart

(Genesis, 2:17). Yet it is the only road to deification according to God and the

devil (lohn, 12:24).
Genesis'

atheist divinity negates Greek mythology and

philosophy, in which man cannot become god and gods cannot become men.

One becomes a god by being generated by gods, just as one becomes human

through human generation. Only knowledge, a knowledge not grounded in na

ture, in generation and birth, makes men gods according to the biblical god and

devil. The notion of divinity in Greek philosophy presupposed a natural order

in which, as Aristotle notes, men generate men and apes, apes and, for my

thology, gods, gods. No Rousseauean (Darwinian) evolution (of beasts to men)

is possible. The order of nature, of birth and death, is eternal. The Greek word

for nature means birth and growth. Growth always is teleological, aiming at a

state of maturity or perfection (Aristotle, Physics, 11:1).

Acorns want to become oak trees and children want to become men, al

though what maturity involves is far more difficult to secure in human growth.
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In any case, all natural birth and growth aims at the perfection natural to it,

whether human or bestial. This perfection is its natural good, what it really

desires to become. In the case of men, reason must order and guide the desires

to their natural good, their true happiness. Thus for Greek philosophy, there is,

in principle, harmony between reason and desire; between intellectual excel

lence and happiness. This harmony is negated by the atheist wisdom responsi

ble for biblical deification. Here deification means the perpetual, aimless war

of all one's desires (which always are pious and therefore political) against

reason's atheist wisdom aimless because atheism deprives desire any de

sire of the state of maturity or perfection for which it naturally strives. Athe

ism is unnatural or antinatural. Its spirit is the nihilism informing the conquest

of nature inaugurated by the atheist science of Bacon and Descartes (Liberal

ism, pp. 39-40, 108, 125-26, 165, 230-34). That science, the heart of all

modem life and thought, renders meaningless the most natural desire, to secure

what is good for oneself, one's happiness. As the gate of Dante's Hell warns:

the price of intellectual honesty (atheism) is abandonment of all hope of happi

ness.

The aimless war in every honest man (of nature or desire against antinatural,

atheist reason) is reflected in the always aimless conflicts of moral-political

life. To be sure, acknowledgement of this universal insignificance and
acciden-

talness is rare. Intellectual honesty is unbearable as the liberated (deified)

Adam and Eve leam when atheist wisdom opens the eyes of their mind. No less

than acoms want their natural fulfillment as oak trees, so all men, by
"nature,"

desire their fulfillment, their happiness. Different notions (of what that happi

ness is) are responsible for all serious political conflict whose heart is hostile

gods, opposing claims to nonarbitrary moral-political standards,
for which their

respective partisans fight even when they dishonestly claim to be
atheists!5

Thus all men are members of some political faction whose partisans fight

against the immorality of hostile factions. The enemy's morality always is im

moral; his notion of happiness, a wretched snare from which humanity must be

liberated!

Each faction's goal is restoration of Eden's blindness with one's own fac

tion's morality (happiness) imposed upon all mankind! For in Eden, there was

only one notion of happiness (morality) experienced by all men. There were no

factions, no enemies, domestic or foreign. Adam and Eve constituted the whole

human race and, under the spell of their happy ignorance, they enjoyed perfect

union, "one
flesh."

Until "their eyes were
opened,"

they experienced neither

internal (desire against reason) nor external wars.

In Genesis (2:24, 3:7) "one
flesh"

and
"nakedness"

refer to reason (soul) not

body. Adam and Eve never were blind physically. When the eyes of their mind

were opened, they realized their spiritual nakedness, the nihilism depriving

desire of its
"natural"

fulfillment and, therefore, of all hope of happiness.

Under the beneficent spell of Eden's blindness, the redemptive stupidity of all
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moral-political (human) life, they had enjoyed an illusory oneness ("one flesh")

of heart and mind, a common good of what then was all mankind.

As it always must, this faith in a common good in any nonarbitrary human

community ended with intellectual honesty, atheist enlightenment. Honesty

unmasks all appeals to a common good as lies, propaganda, by which one or

more partisans claim to speak for their whole faction or particular factions

claim that their god, their notion of happiness, is valid for all
mankind.6

This

dishonesty is everywhere, e.g., in contemporary
"politically-correct"

demands

that men ("persons") do what nobody ever will or can do respect
"diversity"

or cease being elitist. All politics is intolerant (elitist), championing its sect's

gods (morality) against enemies. Nobody fights for the freedom and equality of

all men: racists and humanitarians, feminists and sexists, would rather die than

fight for each
other"

s freedom and equality! Sharing the passionate elitism of all

politics, they castigate the immorality of what their enemies experience as the

only tme morality.

Eden's blindness, the mythical innocence for which the common good is

real, not illusion or propaganda, is shattered by atheism; no common good

exists. Genesis 4:17-22 highlights this inhuman situation, making the

fratricide, Cain, the founder of the first city, the seedbed of the arts and sci

ences and the prototype of politics everywhere and always. When the atheist

eyes of man's mind were opened, he saw this Hell from which God's law

(Genesis 2:17) meant to spare
him.7

Satan frustrated God's benevolence by

seducing man into atheism's moral emptiness, its destruction of nature. In light

(or darkness) of this void, orthodox fundamentalist interpretation of Genesis 1:1

is partly correct: creation is out of nothing, a moral abyss. But it wrongly

maintains that God is exempt from this emptiness. It falls into this error be

cause, unlike the disobedient Adam and Eve, it has never been forced to realize

that divinity's hallmark is atheist wisdom: to be as God is to realize that happi

ness is impossible, that good and evil (and therefore all life, human or divine)

is meaningless (arbitrary creation).

The fundamentalist illusion of all desire informs
"politics"

that still believes

in a common good of mankind or of any of its factions; a
"politics"

unaware of

the mark of Cain on its
soul.8

It was Machiavelli who first imitated Satan,

liberating men from illusions bestowed by a merciful God. In the fifteenth

chapter of his Prince, he rejects mythical Edens and their "one
flesh"

(common

good) lies. His satanic enlightenment despises God's humane propaganda. To

be sure, like Satan's education of Eve, Machiavellian education is compelled to

disguise the horror of truly liberal, liberating education with the usual "con

sciousness
raising,"

the lies about liberal education's enhancement of happiness
("self-esteem,"

etc.). But, basically, Satanic-Machiavellian education wants

men to confront life honestly, to regard the dishonest life as not worth living,
however much the natural desire for happiness compels it to sugar coat the

bitter pill of liberal education. It means to discredit the fraud informing all

morality and therefore all politics, all man's yearning for happiness. In this
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decisive respect, it shares the ethos of theologies and moralities which dispirit

rather than encourage politics. This is the Christian element of Machiavellian

liberal
education.9

The Christian Paul rightly insists that a crucified god, who is fully human

and suffers death, is no god either for Greek philosophy (to whom such theol

ogy is beneath contempt) or for lewish legalistic piety to which it is hateful (I

Corinthians, 1:23). For that piety, informed by obedience to eternal law, shares

Greek philosophy's rejection of Christianity's "absolutely free and sovereign

God,"

who is beyond the law, "beyond good and
evil."

Like the Greek philoso

phers, "official Judaism was legalistic and hence rationalistic. Its rationalism . . .

had found its perfect expression in the Platonic conception of God as an arti

ficer who makes the universe by looking up to the unchanging, lifeless ideas.

In accordance with this, official Judaism asserted that God has created the

world and governs it sub ratione
boni."10

In the spirit of Paul's crucified god, Spinoza and Hegel "rebelled against the

official
assertion"

that Christianity's "absolutely free and sovereign
God"

is

subordinate to unchanging law (legalism), eternal ideas. This Christian rejec

tion of Jewish-Platonic legalism is the heart (or heartlessness) of the atheism

brought home to Adam and Eve by their disobedience to divine law. Put differ

ently: Paul's incarnated, antilegalist god cannot provide theological support for

the natural desire for happiness and, therefore, for politics.

Erik Peterson rightly observes, against Carl Schmitt's failed attempt at a

Christian political theology: "Something like a political theology is possible

only on a Judaic or pagan
basis."11

In the spirit of God and Satan, Peterson

dismisses political theology as a Judeo-Greek oxymoron. A humble, crucified

god provides no support for the elitism inseparable from politics. Although

correct about Schmitt, Peterson, like most Christians, does not perceive the

atheism responsible for his repudiation of political theology. Schmitt scorned

the atheism of Jew-haters such as Peterson, but his own Jew-hatred precluded

conversion to Judaism's legalistic (platonic) political theology. As Peterson

suggests, the Jewish-Platonic aspect of Schmitt's theology tended to make it

political. That aspect was undercut by Schmitt's Christianity, his faith in an

incarnation rejected as atheist by political theology. This faith vitiates man's

most natural yearning (for happiness) and therefore all morality and politics.

Schmitt is aware that his faith is not in eternal law, in a god governing sub

ratione boni. Strauss's attack on G. Scholem's defense of mystical (Kabbala)

Judaism's repudiation of official Judaism's legalistic God also applies to

Schmitt's faith. For both Schmitt and Scholem appeal to individual experience

against
(Greek-Jewish) legalism. Strauss observes that such ultimate appeals to

individual (religious) experience are naturally more open to Christianity than

the medieval Jewish philosophy informed by Greek political theology: "Jewish

philosophy has proved to be much more impervious to the influence of the

Christian dogma than the
Kabbala."12

Serious, consistent atheists (Machiavelli, Spinoza, Hegel, etc.) naturally
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prefer apolitical, antilegalist Christianity to Judeo-Greek political theology.

Hegel admits that the deathless Olympic deities were more beautiful, more

resplendent, and far happier than the suffering, crucified god. But, for atheists,

precisely this constitutes their inferiority. Hegel contends that Christian incar

nation incarnates the atheist wisdom which makes mortal men be as gods. The

blissful immortality of Greek and Jewish gods reveals ignorance of that wis

dom. To be a god in Genesis (3:5, 22) means to be mortal and atheist. It has

nothing to do with the immortality ascribed to God by political theology's

myths. Immortality is denied to man after he has become as god (Genesis

3:22). God is not subordinate to eternal law, the eternal nonarbitrary standard,

over the nature of which all serious moral-political fights occur (see note 10). A

god subject to nothing but his own reason (or will) is wholly arbitrary. His

freedom is atheist, nihilist. In his world, if one may speak of a world here,

misery reigns, since man's most natural passions become empty lunacies. That

world:

A land of dreams . .

Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;

And we are here as on a darkling plain

Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,

Where ignorant armies clash by night.

To be sure, there is
"certitude,"

the certitude of atheism, nihilism, revealed by
the wisdom which transforms men into gods. As Nietzsche rightly observes,

certitude, not doubt, drives honesty to
despair.13

On Jewish-Platonic horizons, that certitude is ridiculous or repugnant: politi

cal theology's god is not, nor can he become mortal; his eternal governance of

the world is sub ratione boni. This irreconcilable conflict between Jews and

Christians also pits philosophy (Socrates, Plato) against science (Machiavelli,

Descartes, Spinoza, Nietzsche), a war fired by the hatred of
"natural"

desire for

rational, atheist
enlightenment.14

Thus the partisans of Greek-Jewish political

theology strive "to adom their
Spartas"

by discrediting atheist
wisdom.15

This is

philosophy's job: Cicero in Rome, Farabi and Averroes in Islam, Aquinas in

Christendom, Lincoln and Jaffa in America. Like God and Dostoyevsky's

Grand Inquisitor, they want their fellow citizens secure in pious citizenship, in

political theology's comforting soporifics. Unlike the Inquisitor and God (and

Satan), they misperceive this propaganda as truth. In any case, they also want

men convinced that atheism is the worst crime, far more pernicious than rac

ism, sexism, murder, etc. Atheism means that nothing is in itself right or

wrong, tme or false. No politics can act on this, and God, unlike Satan, does

not want to warp politics with truth (atheism). Obedience to God's law pre

serves political-theological innocence, making it impossible for men to be

what, in fact, they are. It makes honesty impossible.
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Nietzsche describes the always self-destructive fight for honesty: "Compared

to the importance of this battle, everything else is of no concern: the final

question about the conditions of human life is raised here and the first attempt

to answer this question experimentally. To what extent can truth endure incor

poration? . this is the question, this is the experiment. . . . We are making

an experiment with the truth. Perhaps mankind will be destroyed by it!
Fine!"16

To risk that question, that experiment, means eradication of religion and,

therefore, of morality and politics. No man can or would do that! To be sure,

politics may be impoverished by refusing to prosecute atheism as the worst

crime, an impoverishment infecting contemporary societies in which jokes

about women and minorities are deemed more offensive than defamation of

oldfashioned fundamentalist piety. This "politically
correct"

delusion is respon

sible for an immature, infantile politics unaware politically of what it is doing
("Eternal and Temporal

Enemies,"

pp. 280-83).

The job of political theology and philosophy is to bring such communities to

their political senses, to see atheism's eradication as necessary for all serious

politics: Cicero in Rome, Maimonides in Judaism, Aquinas in Christendom,

Jaffa in America. Consider Jaffa's attack on Chief Justice Warren's opinion in

the 1954 Brown school desegregation ruling. Jaffa agrees with the outlawing of

school segregation but opposes Warren's justification for it: "The Court said

that segregation was unconstitutional because of the feelings of inferiority it

produced in the black children. It did not say, as it should have done, that

distinctions of color have no constitutional standing . . . that the Constitution is

color
blind."17

Like all political theologians (philosophers), Jaffa abominates grounding

moral-political decisions in nothing but always subjective, always arbitrary per

sonal experience (feelings). Such grounding reduces political that is, hu

man life to the moral void which terrified the liberated Adam and Eve. An

Aristotelian, probably the only contemporary one, Jaffa wants to rescue his

country and civilization from the infantilism of a
"politics"

which refuses to

subordinate personal feelings to eternal principles (sub ratione boni). In the

case of America, this means Jaffa's insistence that all valid judicial decisions

be informed by the eternal natural rights ofman, by the Declaration of Indepen

dence's reliance on those rights as guaranteed by nature and nature's god.

If Jaffa's rescue mission fails and Americans are forced to be honest, to

confront, as Adam and Eve did, atheism's abyss, their passions will hate it and

enslave them to anyone (e.g., God or the Inquisitor) who promises to restore

Eden's redemptive blindness, to sustain man's natural pursuit of happiness.

Prior to her disobedience, Eve never dreamt that apotheosis meant atheism,

nihilism. When that lesson's horror sank in, she was prepared, indeed eager, to

endure anything to be saved from it.

Thus feminists demanding deletion of Eve's punishment (subordination of

women to men, Genesis, 3:16) from the Bible lack self-knowledge, failing to
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perceive that they, like her, would endure even worse punishments to save

themselves from the consequence of the knowledge mercifully prohibited by

God. Similarly Adam does not organize the first trade union to protest God's

forcing men to work. Contrary to the Hegelian-Marxist position, work any

work is a philanthropic
"punishment"

which mercifully obfuscates the nihilist

wisdom unendurable to men. For all work all activity as Aristotle rightly

notes, aims to accomplish some good or avoid some evil (Nicomachean Ethics,

1:1; Politics, 1:1). Work presupposes the innocent world of Eden and Aristotle

in which the pursuit of happiness is not illusion. God's punishment of man

(work) actually demonstrates his love for man, his aversion to Satanic-Machia

vellian enlightenment!

When Bukharin publicly confessed to crimes he never committed, he did so

in obedience to Stalin's Communist Party. Since his life was given its god, its

meaning and direction, by that party, he had to obey. Disobedience confronted

him with a "black
nothingness"

(Liberalism, pp. 13-20, 135-37, 272-73,

284-85), as terrifying as the
"nakedness"

which unhinged the disobedient

Adam and Eve. To be sure, as a Communist, he believed himself to be what no

moral-political man ever is, an atheist. For, like all partisans that is, all

men he was firmly convinced of the justice of his cause. Had he thought

through what that conviction entails, he would have ceased to consider him

self or any dedicated Communist atheist. In any case, he, like Adam and

Eve, fanatically blinded himself to life's "black
nothingness."

Whether violent

(Bukharin) or gentle (Plato, Aristotle), that obfuscation is responsible for all

theology, morality and politics. It is the heart of human life! Nietzsche rightly
maintained that the really crucial errors, those arising from hatred of political

(natural) passion for reason's atheism, stem from cowardice, not
blindness.18

Men dread to be the "black
nothingness"

which, in fact, they are. No man,

only a superman, could be honest with himself about himself. Honest men

would be nietzschean supermen or biblical-hegelian gods. Their state of being
(or nonbeing) would be available only if all desires were eliminated: "The

amoralist speaks Nothing is more repulsive to thoughtful men than man inso

far as he desires. . . They despise the desiring man, also the
'desirable'

man

. . . and, in general, everything desirable, all ideals of
man."19

NOTES

Author's note: The research for this article was assisted by a grant from the Earhart Foundation.

1. The first epigraph is from G. W. F. Hegel, Vorlesungen iiber die Philosophie der Religion,

II (Part 2, "Die Bestimmte Religion"), in Hegel, Werke, 16 (Suhrkamp Verlag, 1969), 265-66; cf.

ibid., vol. 17, pp. 258-59, where Hegel dismisses the orthodox interpretation that God speaks

ironically in Genesis 3:22. On Hegel's Christianity, see K. Lowith, Zur Kritik der christlichen

Uberlieferung (Kohlhammer Verlag, 1966), pp. 54-96. The second and third are from F.

Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, sees. 129 and 152, respectively.

2. On the relation of Hegel's nihilism to Christianity, see C. Schmitt, Glossarium (Duncker
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und Humblot, 1991), p. 212; Neumann, Liberalism (Carolina Academic Press, 1991), p. 173.

"Political
Theology?"

like my "Eternal and Temporal
Enemies"

(Political Communication, 9

[1992]: 279-84), clarifies Liberalism's main problems, particularly those relating to Schmitt's

failed attempt at a Christian political theology (Liberalism, pp. 92-95). On the racial, patriarchal

(one might almost say Jewish!) aspect of Schmitt's Christianity, consider Schmitt, Glossarium, p.

131: "Sie teilen mir Ihre Konversion zu katholische Kirche mit. . Es ist aber nicht leicht, etwas

Meritorisches dazu zu sagen. Fiir mich ist der katholische Glaube die Religion meiner Vater, Ich

bin Katholik nicht nur dem Bekenntnis, sondern auch die geschichtlichen Herkunft, wenn ich so

sagen darf, der Rasse
nach."

("You announce your conversion to the catholic church. It is,

however, not easy to say something meritorious about this. For me, the catholic faith is the religion

of my fathers. I am catholic not only as a matter of faith [confession] but also according to

historical descent if I may say so, according to race.") See also p. 80: "Je me vois maintenant en

Westphalie, dans la maison paternelle, ou j'ai assiste en 1932 a la fete des noces d'or de mes

parents. Je dors dans la chambre ou mon pere a dormi, oil il est mort en novembre 1945, ayant 92

ans. Je vois par ma fenetre la cimetiere catholique, ou gisent mes parents et oil depuis 20 ans est

reservee une tombe pour ma femme et moi. Je fais les promenades que j'ai fait depuis de 50 ans

c'est une certaine continuity spatiale et meme stabilitas loci pour un temps de terre et nihilisme

general."

("I see myself now in Westphalia in the house of my father where, in 1932, I assisted in

the golden wedding anniversary celebration of my parents. I sleep in the room where my father
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